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Abstract17

Using a new observational technique, the NGIMS (Neutral Gas and Ion Mass Spec-18

trometer) instrument on the MAVEN (Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution) spacecraft19

has the unique capability to measure horizontal thermospheric winds. Measured along the20

orbit track from periapsis (∼150 km) to ∼200 km, these are the first in-situ observations21

of thermospheric winds at Mars. Significantly, this also means that simulated winds from22

a global circulation model can be compared to in-situ observations from this part of the23

Martian atmosphere for the first time. In this study, observations from five NGIMS neutral24

wind campaigns have been compared to simulations from the Mars Global Ionosphere-25

Thermosphere Model (M-GITM), a ground to exosphere 3-D general circulation model.26

By comparing NGIMS neutral wind observations to model simulations, the processes driv-27

ing the winds and their variations in the upper atmosphere are examined. These compar-28

isons show that for certain observational periods, the M-GITM simulated winds can gen-29

erally replicate the magnitude and/or direction of the NGIMS wind observations, while30

in others, significant differences occur. In general, wind observations from NGIMS cam-31

paigns with large orbit-to-orbit variability are not well replicated by M-GITM, while cam-32

paigns with higher observed wind speeds are better captured by the model. Additionally,33

using these data-model comparisons, the relative role of normal solar forcing and corre-34

sponding differential heating in driving thermospheric winds at Mars is found to be vari-35

able, likely acting as the primary driver under some conditions and secondary to other36

physical processes under others.37

Plain Language Summary:38

The MAVEN (Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution) spacecraft, which is cur-39

rently in orbit around Mars, has been taking monthly measurements of the speed and di-40

rection of the winds in the upper atmosphere of Mars between about 150 to 200 km above41

the surface. The observed wind speeds and directions change with time and location,42

and sometimes fluctuate quickly. These measurements are compared to simulations from43

a computer model of the Mars atmosphere called M-GITM (Mars Global Ionosphere-44

Thermosphere Model). This is the first comparison between direct measurements of winds45

in the upper atmosphere of Mars and simulated winds and is important because it can46

help to inform us what physical process are acting on the observed winds. Some wind47
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measurements have similar wind speeds or directions to those predicted by the M-GITM48

model, but sometimes, there are large differences between the simulated and measured49

winds. The disagreements between wind observations and model simulations suggest that50

processes other than normal solar forcing may become relatively more important during51

these observations and alter the expected circulation pattern. Understanding the processes52

that drive the winds in the upper atmosphere of Mars provides key context for understand-53

ing how the atmosphere behaves as a whole system.54

1 Background and Motivation55

The thermosphere is a region of the upper atmosphere of Mars where absorption56

of solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation heats the atmosphere, causing temperatures57

to increase with height before approaching isothermal values near the exobase. It extends58

from the mesopause (the coldest region of the atmosphere, ∼100 km) to the exobase (the59

region where the atmosphere begins to transition to a predominantly collisionless environ-60

ment, ∼200 km) [Bougher et al., 2017a]. The thermosphere is strongly coupled with both61

the denser atmosphere below and the sparser exosphere above, and as such, regulates how62

energy and material flow into and out of the middle-lower atmosphere [Bougher et al.,63

2015a].64

Observations from several spacecraft have allowed for improved characterization of65

the upper atmosphere. This includes densities measured in-situ during the aerobraking66

campaigns of Mars Global Surveyor (MGS), Mars Odyssey, and Mars Reconnaissance Or-67

biter (MRO) [e.g. Keating et al., 1998; Tolson et al., 2005; Keating et al., 2007], observa-68

tions of airglow leading to derived temperatures and densities by the Mariner 6, 7, and 969

missions and Mars Express [e.g. Stewart, 1972; Stewart et al., 1972; Leblanc et al., 2006],70

and temperatures derived from stellar occultations conducted by Mars Express [e.g. Forget71

et al., 2009]. Since 2014, the MAVEN mission, which was specifically designed to exam-72

ine the upper atmosphere of Mars, has significantly added to the available observations73

of the Martian thermosphere by providing both in-situ [e.g. Mahaffy et al., 2015a] and re-74

mote [e.g. Jain et al., 2015] observations taken systematically across a range of conditions75

[Jakosky et al., 2015].76

However, prior to the beginning of wind measurements in 2016 by the NGIMS77

(Neutral Gas and Ion Mass Spectrometer) instrument onboard MAVEN [Benna et al.,78
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2019], no in-situ observations of thermospheric winds existed (see review by Bougher79

et al. [2017a]). The few previous indirect measurements of thermospheric winds available80

include zonal wind speeds unfolded from MGS accelerometer and rate data during the81

1997-1998 Noachis dust storm event, in which wind speeds up to 200 m/s were estimated82

[Baird et al., 2007]. Characteristics of horizontal wind circulation patterns in the upper at-83

mosphere have also been inferred from nightglow emission distributions [e.g. Gagné et al.,84

2013; Stiepen et al., 2017].85

Most of the current understanding of the expected Martian thermospheric winds86

is derived from 3-D GCMs (general circulation models) (see review by Bougher et al.87

[2017a]). One such GCM is the Mars Global Ionosphere-Thermosphere Model (M-GITM)88

[Bougher et al., 2015b], used in the present study. Ground-to-exobase GCMs produce89

global circulation patterns and thermal structures expected for the thermosphere and thus90

can help overcome limited spatial and temporal coverage of observational data as well as,91

based on the physics included in the model, provide information about atmospheric pro-92

cesses not available from observations. However, simulated thermospheric winds have re-93

mained largely unconstrained due to the lack of comprehensive, and particularly, in-situ94

wind measurements (see review by Bougher et al. [2017a]).95

Many Mars GCMs that extend into the thermosphere generally show a large-scale96

circulation pattern at these altitudes where strong winds transport heat and energy from97

the summer to winter hemisphere as well as from dayside to nightside [e.g. González-98

Galindo et al., 2010; Bougher et al., 1999; Winchester and Rees, 1995]. This general be-99

havior is also seen in simulations from M-GITM [Bougher et al., 2015b]. Under typi-100

cal conditions, it is largely expected that pressure gradients set up by differential heating101

from in-situ absorption of EUV radiation drive the thermospheric circulation, which is102

also steered by the Coriolis effect. Note that the EUV flux and associated thermospheric103

heating vary with season and solar cycle [Forbes et al., 2008]. Thus, the thermospheric104

circulation is expected to change over these timescales in response, as suggested by mod-105

eling studies [e.g. Bougher et al., 2015b; González-Galindo et al., 2009].106

It has become increasingly apparent that winds play an important role in the ther-107

mosphere. Both modeling and observational studies of the Martian upper atmosphere have108

suggested an intricate system of feedbacks between dynamical, energetic, and chemical109

processes [Bougher et al., 2017a]. For instance, while solar EUV heating in the thermo-110
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sphere is believed to be offset primarily by cooling from thermal conduction (above ∼130111

km), to a lesser degree, horizontal advection and adiabatic cooling (due to upwelling asso-112

ciated with divergence of horizontal flow) can also contribute [Bougher et al., 1999]. The113

global scale circulation also impacts atmospheric composition in the upper atmosphere.114

For example, N and O atoms produced on the dayside are transported to the nightside115

by the general circulation where they combine into NO and produce observed nightglow116

emissions [e.g. Bertaux et al., 2005; Stiepen et al., 2017]. The influence of the global cir-117

culation on thermospheric composition can also be inferred from observations of a helium118

bulge on the nightside of Mars [Elrod et al., 2017]. Helium is enhanced in this region due119

to the global circulation pattern which gives rise to large-scale convergence of horizon-120

tal winds and vertical downwelling, bringing Helium down from altitudes where diffusive121

separation causes it to be relatively more abundant [Liu et al., 2014; Keating and Prior,122

1968].123

These, among other observations and modeling results strongly suggest that the dy-124

namics of the upper atmosphere are complex and that thermospheric winds are strongly125

interconnected with other atmospheric processes and parameters. Thus, understanding126

wind patterns and their temporal variability in the Martian upper atmosphere is key to127

understanding the physical processes occurring in the thermosphere and their interactions.128

Data-model comparisons are an important method of improving this understanding.129

To address this need, during the extended MAVEN mission, a new technique was130

developed which gave the NGIMS instrument the capability to measure horizontal neutral131

winds along and perpendicular to the spacecraft track. Notably, these are the first in-situ,132

direct measurements of thermospheric winds at Mars [Benna et al., 2019]. By comparing133

this unique dataset to model simulations, physical processes that significantly contribute to134

driving the thermospheric winds and their variability can begin to be better identified as135

well as their relative importance under different conditions.136

The rest of this paper will discuss the results of data-model comparisons using NGIMS137

wind observations and M-GITM simulations. In section 2, the NGIMS wind observational138

technique and the M-GITM model will be described and the methodology behind the139

comparison will be outlined. In section 3, the results of the comparison will be shown,140

and in section 4, the implications of those results concerning the role of solar forcing and141
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other physical processes in driving the winds will be discussed. Finally, section 5 will142

summarize the main conclusions of this analysis.143

2 Method144

2.1 NGIMS Neutral Wind Observations145

The NGIMS instrument is a quadrupole mass spectrometer originally designed to146

characterize the composition of the upper atmosphere and ionosphere of Mars [Mahaffy147

et al., 2015a; Benna et al., 2015]. The instrument collects its measurements by sampling148

neutral and ion species through two inlets and then utilizes a quadrupole mass filter. Fur-149

ther details of the NGIMS instrument and normal operations can be found in Mahaffy150

et al. [2015b].151

In 2016, following two years of operations, a new observational technique was de-152

veloped that enabled the NGIMS instrument to take regular measurements of horizontal153

neutral winds. During this mode, the normal data collection of NGIMS is paused to allow154

for wind observations to be conducted. The new wind measurement mode relies on the155

ability of the MAVEN spacecraft to rapidly and continuously vary the boresight pointing156

by nodding the articulated payload platform (APP) on which NGIMS is mounted back and157

forth by 8◦ off the spacecraft ram direction. Wind velocities were extracted from the ob-158

served modulations of neutral and ion fluxes as the instrument pointing direction changed.159

The data reduction procedure is detailed in [Benna et al., 2019].160

The resulting wind measurements were retrieved along an altitude range of around161

140 - 240 km. Measurements were separated by the 30 seconds it takes for the instru-162

ment boresight to complete a full motion cycle. Reconstructed along- and across-track163

wind magnitudes have a random uncertainty typical of 20 m/s and 6 m/s, respectively.164

These uncertainties are mainly due to inherent errors in the reconstructed ephemeris of165

the spacecraft and the direction of the instrument boresight, in the energy resolution of the166

instrument’s mass filter, and in counting statistics. Counting errors follow a Poisson dis-167

tribution, errors from the quantization of analyzer steps follow a uniform distribution, and168

errors in reconstructed instrument pointing follow a normal distribution. Furthermore, if169

the wind fluctuates on timescales shorter than the 30 seconds it takes to nod the APP, this170

also adds to the overall uncertainty in the measurements. During the wind measurement171

retrieval process, the modulation seen by NGIMS during the 30 seconds it takes the APP172
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to complete a motion cycle is compared to the expected modulation if constant winds are173

assumed. Poor fits to the expected modulation over 30 seconds would indicate uncertain-174

ties are greater than the values stated above [Benna et al., 2019]. However, in all of the175

data points examined in this study, negligible variability was seen on the scale of seconds.176

This indicates no appreciable additional uncertainty was added on due to poor quality ob-177

servations. The dataset of zonal and meridional wind measurements is a NGIMS Level 3178

data product. Version 3, release 1 data was used (v03_r01).179

Most wind measurements were collected in monthly campaigns. During a typical180

two to three day campaign, NGIMS conducted a set of consecutive 5-10 orbits of neutral181

wind observations over the same local time, latitude, and altitude region (but different lon-182

gitudes). For the purpose of comparing to the M-GITM model in this study, these 5-10183

consecutive orbits were averaged to produce a campaign-average profile. This is a basic184

average of all velocity data points at a given latitude, local time, and altitude location over185

the time period of the campaign. Since very small differences exist in a sampling loca-186

tion in latitude, local time, and altitude from orbit to orbit due to the way in which the187

timing of periapsis is determined, NGIMS data was interpolated to the exact same loca-188

tions before averaging. Note that for the profiles, averages were only calculated for the189

altitudes within the segment of the spacecraft’s track which were sampled in all the or-190

bits of a campaign. Campaign averaging is effectively also a longitudinal average, as the191

MAVEN periapsis traverses the planet in longitude once about every five orbits [Jakosky192

et al., 2015], which is the typical length of a wind campaign. Thus, averaged over a cam-193

paign, any potential longitudinal variability in the winds should largely be smoothed out.194

To examine the orbit-to-orbit variability potentially smoothed out by the averaging,195

the standard deviation of the measured velocities along the spacecraft’s track was also cal-196

culated. The standard deviation of the zonal and meridional components over a campaign197

was found first, then this was used to find profiles of the zonal and meridional flow cor-198

responding to 1-σ variability about the mean. These were then transformed to speed and199

direction and used to find a corresponding standard deviation in speed and direction.200

While standard deviation can show the amount of variability in wind speed versus201

that of direction, another calculated statistical quantity called the coefficient of variation202

takes into account the coupled relationship between the two. The coefficient of variation203

provides a dimensionless scalar measure of the orbit-to-orbit variability of the winds re-204
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lated to both variability in direction and magnitude. The multivariate version of the co-205

efficient of variation was determined from zonal and meridional components of the wind206

observations using the formulation from Albert and Zhang [2010]:207

CV = [µTΣµ/(µT µ)2]1/2 (1)

where µ is the mean and Σ is the variance-covariance matrix of the zonal and merid-208

ional components. Higher coefficients of variation can correspond to higher variability in209

either direction or speed, or variability in both. A minimum coefficient of variation value210

of zero indicates there is no orbit-to-orbit variability, while the higher the value, the more211

variability is present.212

2.2 M-GITM Simulations213

The general circulation model used in this study is the Mars Global Ionosphere-214

Thermosphere Model (M-GITM). M-GITM is a finite difference 3-D spherical model de-215

veloped to address the physics of the entire Mars atmosphere from the surface to ∼250216

km. Specifically, M-GITM was designed to accurately represent the observed thermosphere-217

ionosphere structure and allow investigation of the coupling of the thermosphere-ionosphere218

to the lower atmosphere and exosphere [see Bougher et al., 2015b]. The M-GITM frame-219

work is built from the terrestrial GITM framework [Ridley et al., 2006] with Mars-specific220

fundamental physical parameters, ion-neutral chemistry, and radiative processes. M-GITM221

uses an altitude based vertical coordinate, allowing for a relaxation of the assumption of222

hydrostatic equilibrium. As a result, while horizontal neutral winds are solved in bulk, the223

momentum equation is solved separately in the vertical direction for each major species224

[Bougher et al., 2015b]. M-GITM was run with a 5◦ resolution in latitude and longitude225

and a constant 2.5 km vertical resolution.226

For the Mars lower atmosphere (0 – 80 km), M-GITM includes radiative processes227

and a basic dust distribution. For these altitudes, a correlated-k radiation code adapted228

from the NASA Ames Mars General Circulation Model (MGCM) [Haberle et al., 2003] is229

used. This provides M-GITM with solar heating, variable aerosol heating, and CO2 15 µm230

cooling for the region of the atmosphere in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). A231

fast formulation of surface temperatures adapted from MGCM and based on Mars empir-232

ical temperatures is also included. Additionally, a basic dust scheme was included which233
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uses a globally uniform and seasonally averaged visible dust opacity of τ = 0.5. For verti-234

cal extent of the dust, a Conrath parameterization scheme is used in which the dust is well235

mixed below a particular altitude and decays exponentially above [Conrath, 1975].236

For the upper atmosphere (∼80 – 250 km), M-GITM includes a formulation for non-237

local thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE) CO2 15 µm cooling, appropriate EUV and IR238

heating rates, and ion-neutral chemistry [Bougher et al., 2015b]. Along with the 15 µm239

CO2 cooling code, a correction for NLTE near-IR heating rates near the ∼80 – 120 km re-240

gion of the upper atmosphere was included. The EUV-UV heating routines utilized in M-241

GITM are appropriate for a CO2 atmosphere, using the relevant set of cross-sections and242

yields. This includes those specified for in-situ heating by EUV-UV, dissociation, and ion-243

ization rates over altitudes from ∼80 – 250 km [Bougher et al., 2015b]. Additionally, over244

thirty key ion-neutral chemical reactions and associated rates [Fox and Sung, 2001] are245

used by M-GITM. Photochemical equilibrium is assumed for solving for the ionosphere246

in M-GITM. It should be noted that for the M-GITM simulations here, topography, the247

effects of the Martian crustal magnetic fields, and ion-neutral drag have not been imple-248

mented within the code.249

Comparisons have been conducted between M-GITM simulations and MAVEN250

measurements over the first two years of the spacecraft’s science mission. This includes251

comparisons for the first six Deep Dip campaigns (in which periapsis is lowered to ∼125252

km) [Bougher et al., 2015c; Zurek et al., 2017] and dayside science orbits [Bougher et al.,253

2017b]. These and other NGIMS/M-GITM comparisons have revealed M-GITM captures254

the basic dayside density variations in key species as well as temperatures at low solar255

zenith angles, where solar forcing would be expected to be the dominant mechanism con-256

trolling thermospheric structure. Yet other comparisons, such as those with mass densities257

derived from MAVEN accelerometer measurements in Zurek et al. [2017], have shown that258

data-model comparisons are poor from midnight through the dawn terminator.259

Notably, two recent upgrades have been included in the M-GITM code to improve260

data-model comparisons. First, a more realistic CO2 NLTE 15 µm cooling scheme used261

in González-Galindo et al. [2013] and Medvedev et al. [2015] has been implemented in M-262

GITM to accurately capture the feedback of atomic O densities and large diurnal temper-263

ature variations on the cooling rates. Similar to what was observed by González-Galindo264

et al. [2013] with the inclusion of this code into the LMD MGCM (Laboratoire de Météorolo-265
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gie Dynamique Mars GCM) [Angelats i Coll et al., 2005], by adding this new scheme into266

M-GITM, temperatures near the mesopause are cooler (see also McDunn et al. [2010]),267

which is in better agreement with the stellar occultation observations from the Spectroscopy268

for Investigation of Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Mars (SPICAM) instrument on269

Mars Express seen in Forget et al. [2009]. While this had little impact on the dayside ther-270

mospheric temperatures, it did decrease temperatures on the nightside even up to thermo-271

spheric altitudes. Overall, this scheme is a more accurate representation of the cooling272

process, particularly in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere regions.273

The second upgrade incorporates the capability in M-GITM to make use of output274

from the FISM-M (Flare Irradiance Spectral Model - Mars) empirical model. FISM-M275

uses the solar EUV fluxes measured at Mars by the MAVEN EUVM (Extreme Ultraviolet276

Monitor) instrument to yield daily averaged full solar spectra from ∼0 – 190 nm in 10 nm277

bin intervals [Thiemann et al., 2017]. The wavelength bins used by M-GITM were pop-278

ulated with these daily averaged datasets. This provides M-GITM with solar EUV fluxes279

corresponding to MAVEN-specific orbit measurements, allowing for a more accurate rep-280

resentation of solar forcing during each wind campaign. The FISM-M datasets used here281

were the Level 3 EUV daily products v10_r01 (for the first two campaigns) and v11_r04282

(for the last three campaigns).283

This upgraded M-GITM was run for the duration of the time periods correspond-284

ing to five NGIMS wind campaigns. With the newly incorporated FISM-M output, sim-285

ulations of each different campaign have solar fluxes and seasonal conditions that, in as286

direct a manner as currently possible, correspond to those that occurred during each cam-287

paign. From these M-GITM simulations, winds were extracted along the same track flown288

by the MAVEN spacecraft (in latitude, altitude, and local time) using the spacecraft’s tra-289

jectory information for each orbit in the campaign. These model flythroughs allow for a290

more direct comparison of M-GITM output to the in-situ NGIMS wind observations. Ad-291

ditionally, while extracting the flythroughs from any given orbit, the areocentric coordi-292

nate system natively used by M-GITM was converted to an areodetic coordinate system293

used by NGIMS, which slightly changes the way in which altitude is determined based294

on whether the planet is considered spherical or an oblate spheroid, respectively, in these295

coordinate systems (for more information on the coordinate system used by MAVEN, see296

Seidelmann et al. [2002]). Finally, these M-GITM flythroughs were averaged over the en-297

tire campaign (still differentiating between inbound and outbound segments of the orbit),298
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in the same way as the averaging was done with the NGIMS wind profiles, to create a299

campaign-averaged profile. In this process, to facilitate campaign averaging, M-GITM fly-300

throughs were also interpolated to the same points in latitude, local time, and altitude as301

was done for the NGIMS profiles. Differences in the averaged simulated and observed ve-302

locity profiles were then calculated.303

Note that averaging M-GITM flythroughs over the length of the campaign is primar-304

ily done to match the process used for the NGIMS data, and not because there is large305

intrinsic orbit-to-orbit variability produced by M-GITM. However, in the NGIMS data, as306

will be shown in later sections, the orbit-to-orbit variability can be very large. Averag-307

ing the NGIMS data over every orbit in a campaign, then, is done so that an average flow308

in that location might be identified, compared to the model, and examined for any trends309

over longer time periods.310

3 Results311

The first analysis of observations from NGIMS wind campaigns was presented by312

Benna et al. [2019]. In the current study, five NGIMS neutral wind campaigns were se-313

lected for further analysis in comparison with the upgraded M-GITM simulations de-314

scribed in section 2.2. These specific campaigns - September 2016, January 2017, May315

2017, December 2017, and February 2018 - were chosen so that campaigns spanning a316

range of latitudes, local times, and seasons would be represented in this analysis. Geo-317

physical conditions for these select campaigns are included in Table 1.318

In general, these data-model comparisons show that NGIMS neutral wind measure-319

ments in some cases are similar to M-GITM simulated winds, but in others do not match320

in speed, direction, or both. Campaign averaged speeds from NGIMS and the correspond-321

ing MGITM simulations are displayed in Table 2 and campaign averaged directions can be322

found in Table 3.323

3.1 September 2016 Campaign324

The September 2016 campaign was the first NGIMS wind campaign consisting of325

five consecutive orbits of neutral wind measurements over the course of two days. This326

campaign occurred over the southern mid-latitudes on the dayside, near the evening ter-327

minator, and near perihelion (see Table 1). Campaign averaged profiles are included in328
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Figure 1, which show the direction and speed for both NGIMS observed winds (in blue)329

and M-GITM simulated winds (in red) as well as profiles that show the difference between330

the two (in purple). NGIMS observed high speeds during this campaign, on average over331

300 m/s (see Table 2), which did not deviate much in direction throughout the entire al-332

titude range. The September 2016 campaign saw a prevailing direction primarily to the333

north-northeast (or NNE, in the standard abbreviated directional notation, which will be334

used from this point forward), also seen in Figure 2, which shows velocity vectors from335

NGIMS observations along the spacecraft’s track in latitude and local time.336

As seen by the gray vectors plotted in Figure 2, measurements from each orbit are337

all largely consistent with each other. This can be demonstrated quantitatively by the co-338

efficient of variation (described in section 2.1), which is included in Table 4 for all cam-339

paigns and represented by the color of the campaign averaged vectors in Figure 2. Coef-340

ficient of variation values uniformly below 0.31 (compared to a maximum value of 1.92341

seen over all selected campaigns) indicate very little orbit-to-orbit variability was observed342

in the September campaign.343

Notably, the directions of the NGIMS observed winds and the M-GITM simulated344

winds are very similar. This can be seen in the profiles in Figure 1 and in comparing345

the colored averaged NGIMS and black averaged M-GITM vectors in Figure 2. Data and346

model wind directions are within 25◦ of each other throughout the altitude profile, and347

less than five degrees apart at periapsis. Both the observed and simulated wind headings348

also turn slightly more to the northwest or north, respectively, along the spacecraft track349

(approaching later local times and lower latitudes). Yet, with a simulated speed at about350

160 m/s (averaged over the campaign and over all altitudes), M-GITM seems to be under-351

predicting the observed speed by over 150 m/s.352

3.2 January 2017 Campaign353

The January 2017 campaign lasted three days and consisted of ten consecutive orbits354

of neutral wind measurements. This campaign took place at a similar season and latitudes355

as the September 2016 campaign (see Table 1). Unlike the September 2016 campaign,356

the January 2017 campaign occurred at local midnight. As seen in the profiles in Figure357

3, this campaign has much lower wind speeds than in the September 2016 case, with a358

campaign and profile average of ∼60 m/s. In contrast, M-GITM simulations are producing359
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average horizontal wind speeds of ∼260 m/s. In addition to this ∼200 m/s difference in360

speed, the NGIMS averaged direction is over 90◦ separated from the M-GITM flythrough361

direction, with averaged NGIMS observed winds directed generally to the S to SW and362

M-GITM simulated winds to the NW.363

However, this difference in direction and speed is impacted strongly by the large364

orbit-to-orbit variability in the NGIMS measurements seen in Figure 4. The coefficient of365

variation for this campaign ranges from 0.72 to 1.92 - values much greater than in the366

September 2016 campaign. Not only does the direction (and to a lesser extent, speed)367

vary widely between each orbit, but also between each sampling point (represented in Fig-368

ure 4 by individual gray vectors). Both overall lower speeds and an average of vectors369

with very different directions contributes to the low average speeds. The lack of any per-370

sistent wind direction also perhaps implies the average direction is less meaningful in this371

campaign. This high orbit-to-orbit variability is not only extremely different than the con-372

sistency observed in the September 2016 campaign, but is also an extreme case among all373

of the NGIMS wind campaigns.374

3.3 May 2017 Campaign375

The May 2017 campaign occurred shortly after northern hemisphere spring equinox376

in the northern mid-latitudes. These ten consecutive orbits sampled the dayside, right be-377

fore local noon. On average, over the campaign and all altitudes, this campaign observed378

wind speeds ∼120 m/s and directions toward the E to SSE, as seen in Table 2 and Figure379

4 respectively. In this campaign, wind speeds increase away from spacecraft periapsis on380

the outbound leg (at higher altitudes, lower latitudes, and closer to noon local time). The381

wind direction also shifts from eastward to southeastward along the track. Though sepa-382

rating the effects of altitude, latitude, and time is difficult due to the nature of the space-383

craft’s track, based on the altitude profiles in Figure 3, this shift in heading does not seem384

to be as much a function of altitude, but rather one of latitude or local time.385

Looking at the coefficient of variation values in Figure 4, this campaign had less386

orbit-to-orbit variability than the January 2017 campaign, but more than the September387

2016 campaign. Coefficient of variation values are greatest (approaching 1.3) near periap-388

sis. The lower average wind speeds at periapsis altitudes are a result of both overall lower389
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speeds in this section of the orbit as well as increased directional variability, somewhat390

similar to what was seen throughout the January 2017 campaign.391

Significantly in this campaign, and clearly seen by the profiles showing direction in392

Figure 3, NGIMS observed wind directions and M-GITM simulated flythrough directions393

are nearly 180◦ apart throughout much of the sampled track. This difference in direction394

between simulations and observations is smallest in the inbound leg of the orbit (higher395

latitudes and earlier local times) where averaged NGIMS winds have a greater zonal com-396

ponent, traveling nearly to the east. Unlike the direction, the difference in simulated and397

observed speeds is relatively small, only ∼40 m/s on average, and in particular, for the398

outbound leg of the orbit, reaches 0 m/s difference.399

3.4 December 2017 Campaign400

The December 2017 campaign occurred during the aphelion season over the south-401

ern hemisphere, low-latitude, late-morning dayside. During this campaign, the averaged402

magnitude of the winds reached 200 m/s while the direction was primarily to the WNW.403

As seen in Figure 8, very little turning of the averaged observed winds occurs except at404

lower latitudes and later local times, where a slightly stronger northward component is in-405

troduced. Additionally, the averaged speeds for this campaign are faster near periapsis.406

Relatively small orbit-to-orbit variability is seen in this campaign, as implied by the407

lower values of the coefficient of variation in Figure 8 (0.28 on average). Only a couple408

of the orbits out of the five in the campaign provided most of that variation, while the409

remaining orbits were largely consistent with each other.410

In this campaign, comparing with the corresponding M-GITM flythrough, the direc-411

tion of the simulated winds is less than 90◦ apart (Figure 7). Both M-GITM and NGIMS412

show winds primarily directed westward, though the observed winds have a minor north-413

ward component, while the simulated winds instead have a southward component in their414

heading. In addition, averaged over the campaign and profile at 157 m/s, M-GITM pre-415

dicts slower speeds than observed with NGIMS by ∼45 m/s.416
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3.5 February 2018 Campaign417

Similar to the January 2017 campaign, the February 2018 campaign consisted of418

ten consecutive orbits taking observations near local midnight at southern mid-latitudes.419

The February 2018 campaign, however, occurred late in the aphelion season. In this cam-420

paign, averaged winds were slightly faster than the December 2017 campaign, at 221 m/s.421

As seen in Figure 10, the averaged winds in the February 2018 campaign do shift (from422

a NNE to a NNW heading) as the sampling progresses to lower latitudes and later local423

times.424

There was a moderate amount of orbit-to-orbit variability observed in this campaign425

(as seen in Figure 10), though more strongly present in magnitude than direction. How-426

ever, this case still had more orbit-to-orbit consistency in the flow than the January 2017427

campaign, as seen by an average coefficient of variation of 0.52.428

Notably, the difference in direction between observed and simulated winds in this429

campaign is relatively small, on average about 35◦ (see Figure 9). Both observed and430

simulated averaged speeds show a strong northward component. Headings match most431

closely at the lower latitudes and later local times of the outbound leg of the orbit, where432

both simulated and observed speeds are directed NW. Unlike the averaged direction, M-433

GITM does not well replicate the average speed. With a flythrough average of ∼130 m/s,434

M-GITM underpredicts speed by nearly 100 m/s.435

4 Discussion436

4.1 Analysis of selected NGIMS wind campaigns and M-GITM comparisons437

These NGIMS campaigns include a range of cases from those in which M-GITM438

can, to a large extent, replicate observed wind velocities to those in which M-GITM is439

not capturing observed winds at all. In section 3, it was seen that for the September 2016440

campaign, M-GITM very closely replicated direction (which on average differed by 25◦441

at most), but was underpredicting average speed by ∼150 m/s. Similarly, in the February442

2018 campaign, simulated and observed directions are reasonably close, while M-GITM443

suggests an average speed almost 100 m/s less than what was observed. The May 2017444

campaign, on the other hand, shows M-GITM producing averaged speeds only ∼40 m/s445

different from those observed by NGIMS. The averaged direction in this case, however,446

was roughly 180◦ opposing. The December 2017 campaign showed a general agreement447
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in the direction of the main component of the velocities, and had a ∼45 m/s difference448

in averaged speed. The most disparate of these cases was the January 2017 campaign, in449

which M-GITM overpredicted speeds by more than 200 m/s on average and did not match450

the average direction either. Thus, there are cases where observed and simulated speeds451

are similar but directions are not, those where direction is similar, but speed is not, and452

one where neither is replicated by the model.453

Significantly, the M-GITM model is currently primarily driven by solar forcing at454

thermospheric altitudes [Bougher et al., 2015b; Bougher et al., 2017b]. No other processes455

included in the model have as large of an impact in driving thermospheric behavior as456

EUV heating. Inclusion of physics in M-GITM that accurately represent the effects of typ-457

ical in-situ solar forcing at these altitudes (see section 2.2) was particularly emphasized in458

developing the model due to the importance of EUV heating in the thermosphere (see sec-459

tion 1). (Note that by typical or normal solar forcing, we mean the impact of background460

solar conditions on the atmosphere without any possible effects from large transient phe-461

nomena such as solar flares.) Due to the emphasized capabilities of the model in regard to462

normal solar forcing, this implies that a likely interpretation for cases of data-model agree-463

ment is that differential heating resulting from absorption of EUV radiation is the process464

most strongly responsible for driving the observed thermospheric winds.465

Figures 11, 12, and 13 show temperatures and horizontal winds at a constant alti-466

tude (170 km) over latitude and local time from M-GITM simulations corresponding to467

September 2016, May 2017, and December 2017. These cases in turn correspond to near468

perihelion, near equinox, and near aphelion conditions, respectively. The effects of solar469

forcing in M-GITM can be seen as, in general across all seasons, the model suggests a470

horizontal circulation in which the winds flow away from the subsolar point and converge471

on the nightside. The first analysis of all available NGIMS wind campaigns presented by472

Benna et al. [2019] also described a general dayside to nightside flow that was observed in473

many of the campaigns.474

In the September 2016 campaign, the significant directional agreement between sim-475

ulated and observed winds suggests that during this time period, differential solar heating476

is likely the primary mechanism driving the thermospheric winds. Recall that this cam-477

paign occurred near the evening terminator on the dayside near perihelion. During the per-478

ihelion season, solar forcing in the thermosphere would be expected to be stronger due to479
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the increase in solar flux received when Mars is closer to the Sun, resulting in a warmer480

summer and a more intense diurnal cycle [González-Galindo et al., 2009]. In Figure 11,481

M-GITM produces a fairly high-speed circulation in the mid-southern latitudes near the482

evening terminator where the September 2016 campaign took place. This flow pattern483

produced by M-GITM is likely representative of actual conditions near the time and in the484

general vicinity of this MAVEN campaign as indicated by the substantial agreement of the485

model flythrough with the observed direction.486

Likewise, the agreement in average direction for the February 2018 campaign im-487

plies this is probably another case where normal solar forcing is strongly driving the winds488

at this time and location. Looking at Figure 13 (though it is from the December 2017489

simulation, it occurs in the same season as the February 2018 campaign and thus, the plot490

is not discernably different), M-GITM suggests that at these high-southern latitudes on the491

nightside, there is a strong northward flow coming over the south pole from the dayside.492

Again, the strong directional agreement between simulations and observations suggests493

the winds at this time and location are following the circulation pattern produced by M-494

GITM, established by differential heating. Solar forcing appears to be largely driving the495

winds for this campaign even during the aphelion season, when Mars is at a greater dis-496

tance to the Sun. Even in the December campaign, winds seem to generally follow the ex-497

pected circulation pattern in that location, so similar to the winds simulated by M-GITM,498

are likely driven primarily by normal solar forcing (Figure 13).499

Yet even these three cases where data-model agreement in wind direction seems to500

indicate the importance of the role of solar forcing, the model is not replicating the mag-501

nitude of the winds. This suggests that while solar forcing might play the most important502

role during these campaigns, other processes are still modifying the winds, and particu-503

larly in these campaigns, their speeds.504

It should be noted that temperatures in the Martian upper atmosphere are believed505

to vary with the solar cycle [e.g. Forbes et al., 2008; Bougher et al., 2017a] and modeling506

studies have suggested the solar cycle should impact thermospheric winds as well [e.g.507

Bougher et al., 2009, 2015b]. However, all five of these campaigns occurred during near508

solar minimum conditions. Thus, the change in solar flux and any corresponding heating509

due to the eleven-year solar cycle is not likely driving the thermospheric winds in these510

cases.511
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In contrast to the above three cases, the January and May 2017 campaigns show sig-512

nificant directional disagreement when compared to the M-GITM simulated winds. The513

disparity observed in the data-model comparisons for these campaigns suggests that not514

only is normal solar forcing not the primary mechanism acting on the winds, but the pro-515

cesses modifying them are those that M-GITM is lacking or handles poorly.516

The January 2017 campaign stands out as the worst match to its corresponding M-517

GITM flythrough in both wind direction and speed. From Figure 11 (using the September518

2016 perihelion plot as a close proxy), M-GITM predicts a very high-speed flow in this519

vicinity due to a circulation from the subsolar region across the south pole to the night-520

side. This does not at all represent the velocities observed by NGIMS. With NGIMS cam-521

paign average speeds of near 35 – 80 m/s at 170 km (and on average 56 m/s throughout522

the profile), some mechanism is significantly slowing down and modifying the wind di-523

rection from the flow expected from the predominately solar-driven M-GITM simulations.524

This mechanism could be related to the extreme variability in the winds during this cam-525

paign. Implications of this variability and data-model comparisons will be discussed fur-526

ther in section 4.3.527

As mentioned in section 2.1, during the wind measurement retrieval process, any528

modulation during the 30 seconds it takes for the APP to nod once is compared to the ex-529

pected modulation if constant winds are assumed. This comparison provides a measure of530

variability of the wind on a scale of a few seconds. During the January 2017 campaign,531

while the winds exhibited very large variability on the scale of hours (perceptible in the532

orbit-to-orbit comparison), they did not show appreciable variability on the scale of sec-533

onds. This increases confidence in the quality of these observations while additionally534

providing a time scale restraint for identifying processes that could be producing this vari-535

ability.536

In the May 2017 campaign, wind headings are observed that are on average ∼180◦537

apart from the winds expected in M-GITM. While some variability is present in this cam-538

paign, it is not present to the extent observed in the January 2017 campaign. Most, though539

not all, orbits show a prevailing direction to the E to SE. Examining Figure 12, it can be540

seen that M-GITM, in this location (mid-northern latitudes on the dayside prior to local541

noon), produces a meridional flow that is directed northward as a part of a transpolar flow542

from the subsolar point to the nightside and a zonal flow that is westward, again from sub-543
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solar point to nightside. The reverse direction in the flow seen in the NGIMS observations544

with only a moderate amount of orbit-to-orbit variability suggests there is a completely545

different circulation pattern set up at the specific time and location of this campaign. It is546

possible another physical process not included in the model is dominating and reversing547

the expected flow driven by normal solar forcing and predicted by M-GITM.548

4.2 Local time and seasonal effects549

A few campaigns occur at similar local times, latitudes, or seasons. This overlap550

makes it possible to try to examine the influences of different geophysical conditions. For551

example, both the January 2017 and the September 2016 campaigns occurred near per-552

ihelion so had very similar solar declination angles and also tracked over near the same553

mid-southern latitudes. However, while the September 2016 campaign was on the dayside554

near the evening terminator, the January 2017 campaign occurred at local midnight.555

Since the January 2017 campaign differs from the September 2016 campaign in lo-556

cal time, but is similar in other geophysical conditions, it might seem that the physical557

processes the model isn’t representing well in the January 2017 campaign are dependent558

on local time and act more strongly on the nightside of Mars where that campaign oc-559

curs. A similar phenomenon with nightside M-GITM simulations has been noted in a560

study by Zurek et al. [2017]. In this study, densities derived from the accelerometer on561

MAVEN closely matched simulated densities on the dayside but did not well replicate the562

accelerometer calculations on the nightside (especially the midnight to dawn sector where563

the orbit-to-orbit variability was significant). This might suggest M-GITM is missing fun-564

damental physics on the nightside of the planet which play a large role in altering the up-565

per atmospheric flow.566

The February 2018 campaign might also be compared to the January 2017 cam-567

paign since both occurred at mid-southern latitudes at or slightly after local midnight.568

The February 2018 campaign occurred near aphelion while the January 2017 campaign569

occurred near perihelion. It is possible that some of the observed differences in the flow570

patterns of these two campaigns are due in part to seasonal effects. However, like the571

September/January comparison above, the February 2018 campaign rather closely matches572

the expected direction from M-GITM while the January 2017 campaign is again very dif-573

ferent. This brings into question whether a local time or seasonal dependency is primarily574
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creating the differences seen in the September/January cases, or if this is just showing the575

unique nature of the January 2017 campaign. Thus, no clear seasonal or local time trend576

can be determined with just these few campaigns.577

4.3 Variability578

As discussed in section 3.2, extremely high orbit-to-orbit variability was observed579

in the January 2017 campaign. Since no preferential direction is observed but only vari-580

ability on very short time scales, it is not particularly surprising that M-GITM is produc-581

ing such a different direction than seen with NGIMS. M-GITM would not be expected582

to replicate extremely short timescale variability since within the physics included in the583

model, the shortest time scale fluctuations come from the FISM-M fluxes, but even these584

are interpolated daily averages. The physical process (or processes) acting on the winds in585

this campaign to create this level of variability on short time scales is not one included in586

M-GITM.587

The lack of significant orbit-to-orbit variability generated in M-GITM simulations588

can be seen in the average standard deviations of speed and direction for the M-GITM fly-589

throughs in Tables 2 and 3. For these campaigns, a 1-σ around 3–4◦ for direction and 2–3590

m/s for speed is typical for M-GITM. These standard deviations are several factors smaller591

than the 1-σ values calculated for speed and direction for the NGIMS wind observations.592

One exception is the higher standard deviation of speed seen in the September 2016 M-593

GITM flythrough, at 12 m/s averaged over the profile. This larger standard deviation is594

due to the small changes in local time of the spacecraft’s track each orbit combined with595

the proximity of the campaign to the evening terminator, which is one region where the596

model does generate more variability due to changes in flow surrounding a zone of con-597

verging winds.598

Campaign averaged NGIMS velocity profiles were computed in this study in order to599

make the in-situ NGIMS wind observations more comparable to what is essentially a cli-600

mate model (with the notable exception of the use of FISM-M daily fluxes). Through this601

averaging of at least five consecutive orbits, some of the high-frequency variability due to602

changing weather and potential variability due to longitudinal effects should be averaged603

out. However, in some cases, particularly the January 2017 NGIMS campaign, the vari-604

ability is persistent, even over a period of 10 orbits (two to three Earth days). This sug-605
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gests that over several orbits, localized processes or those occurring on shorter time scales606

can dominate the expected solar forcing driven circulation pattern. Particularly in the Jan-607

uary 2017 case, it also seems that potential trends due to seasonal, local time, and latitude608

effects are being overwhelmed by another sort of forcing that is specifically occurring dur-609

ing this campaign. Since this extreme variability is not seen in any of the other selected610

campaigns, it could be that these processes driving the neutral thermospheric winds and611

their variability in the January 2017 campaign are extremely specific to that combination612

of local time, latitude, season, or other geophysical parameters.613

In general, it is found that there is a relationship between variability and how well614

the NGIMS wind observations agree with M-GITM simulated winds. Looking at Table615

4, the NGIMS campaigns with the highest average coefficient of variation, January 2017616

and May 2017, are those where M-GITM is not capturing any part of the averaged ob-617

served direction, and for the January 2017 case, this is also true for the average speeds.618

The two campaigns with the smallest average coefficient of variation, September 2016619

and December 2017, have an extremely close match in direction, and a general agree-620

ment in the heading of the main component, respectively, compared to the correspond-621

ing model simulations. Again, this miss-match between simulations and observations in622

these cases with high variability is to some extent expected as M-GITM lacks many of623

the high-frequency time dependent processes that might allow it to simulate this level of624

change over shorter time scales and only has spatial scales allowed by its resolution. How-625

ever, it also implies that normal solar forcing may have a less dominant role in driving the626

thermospheric winds when this level of variability is observed. Instead, other processes627

may have gained relevance and altered the expected flow, perhaps by introducing turbulent628

components.629

4.4 Averaged speed and data-model comparison630

Finally, one trend that does seem to stand out in determining the degree of similar-631

ity between thermospheric wind headings in M-GITM simulations and observations might632

be the averaged speed (averaged over the campaign and all altitudes). The faster the aver-633

aged speed observed by NGIMS over the campaign, the less difference between simulated634

and observed wind headings is seen. The September 2016 campaign has the highest av-635

eraged wind speeds of this set of campaigns, and also on average, the least difference in636

heading between simulated and observed winds. The January 2017 campaign, which has637
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high orbit-to-orbit variability, also has on average very low speeds. The next slowest aver-638

age campaign was the May 2017 case, in which there was a near 180◦ difference between639

NGIMS observed winds and M-GITM flythroughs. Of the five campaigns here, it is only640

those where the average speed is at least 200 m/s where the difference in direction is less641

than 90◦.642

This could again indicate the relative importance of the role of solar forcing in those643

campaigns. When the thermospheric winds are more strongly and steadily controlled by644

differential solar heating in the thermosphere compared to other forcing mechanisms, they645

might be more likely to follow the same circulation pattern suggested by the primarily646

solar driven M-GITM and experience less orbit-to-orbit variability.647

However, the averaged NGIMS speed is not as strong of a predictor for similarity in648

wind magnitude as it is for heading. For instance, the September 2017 campaign has the649

fastest averaged speed observed by NGIMS, but M-GITM suggests winds over 150 m/s650

slower, while the January 2017 campaign has the slowest averaged speed and M-GITM651

overpredicts speeds by over 200 m/s.652

4.5 Physical processes not represented in M-GITM653

In their comparisons of densities derived from the MAVEN accelerometer and those654

predicted by M-GITM, Zurek et al. [2017] mentioned that where M-GITM could not well655

replicate observed densities, one physical process that might be acting relatively more656

strongly was gravity waves. Although the effects of gravity waves are not currently in-657

cluded in M-GITM, internal gravity waves are expected to be ubiquitous in the atmo-658

spheres of stably stratified planets, including Mars [Yig̈it et al., 2015]. Several observa-659

tional studies have identified the effects of gravity waves in the Martian thermosphere.660

Measurements from MGS and Mars Odyssey aerobraking around 100-150 km showed661

highly variable gravity wave amplitudes, with density perturbations up to 50% of the back-662

ground [Fritts et al., 2006]. More recent studies from Yig̈it et al. [2015] and England et al.663

[2016] using observations from the NGIMS instrument on MAVEN have also observed664

and begun to characterize the thermospheric gravity waves up to ∼220 km.665

In addition, modeling studies such as Medvedev and Yig̈it [2012] have shown that666

gravity waves should have significant dynamical and thermal effects in the lower thermo-667

sphere through large gravity wave momentum deposition. Some GCM simulations have668
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suggested the gravity wave drag in the thermosphere is so large that it would be expected669

to modify the wind distribution dramatically [Medvedev et al., 2011b,a]. Gravity waves670

could also have an appreciable thermal effect in the thermosphere, both from heating of671

the flow due to conversion of mechanical energy to heat and from heating/cooling due to672

divergence of the sensible heat flux [Medvedev and Yig̈it, 2012].673

Thus, if the effects of gravity waves were included in the M-GITM model, the sim-674

ulated thermospheric temperature structure would be expected to change, accompanied by675

modifications of the circulation pattern. This could possibly help the model to better repli-676

cate the NGIMS wind observations in some campaigns, particularly those in which it has677

been found that typical solar forcing is likely not the only process responsible for signif-678

icantly driving thermospheric winds. However, it is likely that gravity waves are not the679

only physical process that M-GITM is missing or not well representing which could be680

modifying the winds during these campaigns.681

It is also possible that some of the orbit-to-orbit or shorter time scale variability682

seen in some of the campaigns is a result of the effects of gravity waves. However, adding683

a gravity wave parameterization scheme to M-GITM will not add variability in the simula-684

tions from individual waves since these schemes are statistical averages of gravity wave ef-685

fects that impact the background winds. Models such as that used in Kuroda et al. [2015]686

can resolve gravity waves and so might be able to be used to determine if this orbit-to-687

orbit variability is from the effects of gravity waves being triggered at different seasons or688

locations.689

Though M-GITM does account for dust in the Martian atmosphere in these simula-690

tions, it does so with a relatively simple scheme that assumes a time averaged and hori-691

zontally uniform dust load (see section 2.2). This would mean M-GITM is likely under-692

predicting the influence of dust during the dust storm season (centered around perihelion),693

during which regional dust storms can notably increase the dust optical depths observed694

in the atmosphere [e.g. Smith, 2009]. Other studies have found that dust lofted into the at-695

mosphere by large regional dust storms significantly impacts the radiative transfer in the696

atmosphere, in turn affecting heating (and thus likely the atmospheric circulation) in the697

lower-middle atmosphere, even far away from the center of the storm [e.g. Heavens et al.,698

2011; Kass et al., 2016]. Since the upper atmosphere is coupled to the lower atmosphere699
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[e.g. Bougher et al., 2017a], these large dust storms could also have an impact on upper700

atmospheric circulation, especially through the alteration of wave propagation.701

Two NGIMS wind campaigns examined here which occur in the perihelion dust702

storm season are the September 2016 and January 2017 cases. Of these two, the effects of703

increased dust would be most important during the September 2016 campaign, which oc-704

curred during the decay of a larger regional dust storm (see Mars Year 33 at http://www-705

mars.lmd.jussieu.fr/mars/dust_climatology/index.html on the Mars Climate Database).706

While the September 2016 campaign had a very close match in simulated and observed707

wind direction, the magnitude of the winds was significantly different. It is possible that708

the increased dust during this time period is modifying the winds beyond what M-GITM709

suggests for a yearly-averaged dust load. Incorporating a time dependent dust parameteri-710

zation scheme based on the dust load observed during each specific campaign would bet-711

ter reflect reality and might improve model simulations.712

In addition to influences from the lower atmosphere, such as gravity waves and713

dust storms, large solar or ionospheric events could also impact the neutral thermospheric714

winds. These solar events (which we differentiate from normal solar forcing) could in-715

clude coronal mass ejections and flares, which impact the ionosphere and the neutral ther-716

mosphere [e.g. Fang et al., 2013; Elrod et al., 2018; Jain et al., 2018]. However, no major717

solar events were seen during the time periods around any of these campaigns (see the718

MAVEN science event list on the Planetary Data System, files maven_events_2013-12-01-719

00-00-00_2016-11-15-00-00-00 and maven_events_2016-11-15-00-00-00_2017-02-15-00-720

00-00).721

5 Conclusions722

Thermospheric winds at Mars are examined through comparisons of NGIMS neu-723

tral wind observational campaigns and corresponding upgraded M-GITM simulations.724

M-GITM simulations were produced for five NGIMS wind campaigns which occurred725

over several different latitudes, local times, and seasons. Model flythroughs were extracted726

along the same trajectory flown by MAVEN during each orbit, and the averaged NGIMS727

and M-GITM altitude profiles of speed and direction were compared.728

Simulations for the September 2016 and February 2018 campaigns provide the best729

overall agreement with the velocities observed by NGIMS, though they much more closely730
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match the observed direction than speed, which M-GITM underpredicts by about 100 to731

150 m/s. The December 2017 campaign measurements match the corresponding simula-732

tion moderately well in both speed and direction. On the other hand, the January 2017733

and May 2017 campaigns have large disparities between the observed and simulated wind734

velocities. For the May campaign, M-GITM produced wind directions that were nearly735

180◦ from those observed, suggesting that an entirely different circulation pattern may736

have formed in this vicinity than the one expected by M-GITM. The poor correspondence737

between data observations and model simulations in the January 2017 campaign seems to738

stem from the presence of extremely high orbit-to-orbit variability (as well as variability739

from sampling point to sampling point within an orbit). In this case, M-GITM predicts740

speeds over 200 m/s faster than those actually observed.741

Since M-GITM is primarily driven by solar forcing at thermospheric altitudes in742

the form of EUV heating, these data-model comparisons can be used to help interpret the743

extent of the role of solar EUV heating in driving thermospheric winds during different744

campaigns. As a result, a likely interpretation of data-model agreement is that solar forc-745

ing in the form of differential heating from absorption of EUV radiation at these altitudes746

is primarily driving thermospheric winds at these times. Data-model disagreements sug-747

gest that processes which are not well represented or completely absent from the model748

may gain relevance and alter the expected circulation patterns, perhaps by introducing749

variability in the flow.750

Notably, the one parameter over these five campaigns which served as a good indica-751

tor of how well the model would replicate that particular campaign was the campaign and752

profile averaged observed speed. The campaigns with greater averaged observed speeds753

also had the least averaged difference in heading between observed and simulated winds.754

NGIMS campaigns with higher averaged wind speeds also tended to have less orbit-to-755

orbit variability, as seen by smaller values of the coefficient of variation. In these cases,756

normal solar forcing may be driving the winds steadily and strongly enough to overcome757

other processes that may induce more variability in the wind.758

Though some of these campaigns covered similar latitudes, seasons, and local times,759

no clear trends across these were identified. This is likely partially due to the small sam-760

ple size of campaigns analyzed here. Trends could also be obscured by the unique nature761

of the extreme orbit-to-orbit variability in the January 2017 campaign. It is possible the762
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processes acting in January 2017 to create this extreme variability are masking any re-763

sponse to normal solar forcing or trends that might be observed across season or local764

time. Looking at all available NGIMS campaigns that occurred in the perihelion season,765

near midnight local time, or at middle to high latitudes might help reveal if the behav-766

ior in the winds seen in the January 2017 campaign is related to a specific combination767

of geophysical conditions, or if it is due to something else entirely. In addition, a more768

comprehensive look at all available NGIMS wind observations in comparison to model769

simulations might highlight specific regions where the model routinely agrees or disagrees770

with the measurements, which could help identify important physical processes acting in771

those regions.772

These data-model comparisons serve as one of the first analyses of this dataset and773

demonstrate both the potential benefits and challenges of comparing the new NGIMS wind774

observations to model simulations. These comparisons will also serve as a baseline for775

future analysis as new or improved physics is added to M-GITM. Gravity waves are one776

type of physical process not currently included in M-GITM; however, they are believed to777

play a significant role in the Martian thermosphere, with both large dynamical and thermal778

impacts [e.g. Yig̈it et al., 2015; Medvedev and Yig̈it, 2012]. Thus, incorporating a grav-779

ity wave parameterization scheme into M-GITM may adjust both the magnitude and the780

headings of the simulated winds, similarly to what was seen in Medvedev et al. [2011a]781

and Medvedev and Yig̈it [2012]. Examining data-model comparisons after the addition of782

a gravity wave scheme could help constrain the conditions or locations in which gravity783

waves gain relevance in driving the observed winds.784

Comparisons between the NGIMS neutral wind dataset and a revised M-GITM785

model with new physics should aid in identifying the physical processes which play a sig-786

nificant role in driving thermospheric wind speeds and directions during these campaigns.787

Additional data-model comparisons and interpretation using the NGIMS wind observations788

and M-GITM or other Mars GCMs will be necessary, and offers a unique opportunity to789

improve our understanding of the behavior of the thermospheric winds at Mars and the790

processes responsible for driving them.791
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Table 1. Geophysical characteristics of the five selected NGIMS wind campaigns1004

Orbits Campaign Dates Ls a (degrees) Local Time (hour) Latitude (degrees)

3861 – 3865 September 22–23, 2016 227 – 229 18.1 – 19.6 -26 – -60

4437 – 4446 January 11–13, 2017 297 – 299 23.4 – 1.2 -38 – -66

5170 – 5179 May 30 – June 1, 2017 12 – 13 9.7 – 11.5 30 – 61

6198 – 6202 December 7–8, 2017 97 – 98 8.8 – 9.5 -3 – -32

6532 – 6541 February 7–9, 2018 126 – 127 0.0 – 3.5 -73 – -50

a Solar longitude

Table 2. Campaign averaged speeds (m/s)1005

NGIMS M-GITM

Campaign Average a Range b 1-σ Speed c Average a Range b 1-σ Speed c

September 2016 317 262 – 357 55 161 103 – 200 12

January 2017 56 32 – 79 39 263 237 – 293 3

May 2017 117 61 – 149 39 154 136 – 177 2

December 2017 202 178 – 230 26 157 145 – 171 2

February 2018 221 200 – 247 80 129 116 – 146 2

a This average is both the campaign average and the average over all altitudes.
b The range of speeds seen in the campaign averaged altitude profile.
c The standard deviation of speed averaged over all altitudes.
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Table 3. Campaign averaged direction (degrees from North)1006

NGIMS M-GITM

Campaign Average a Range b 1-σ Direction c Average a Range b 1-σ Direction c

September 2016 17 -7 – 27 5 27 14 – 42 1

January 2017 188 161 – 230 67 289 281 – 300 4

May 2017 137 97 – 164 37 320 308 – 329 3

December 2017 298 275 – 328 21 240 220 – 257 1

February 2018 2 -19 – 27 27 -34 -39 – -28 3

a This average is both the campaign average and the average over all altitudes.
b The range of directions seen in the campaign averaged altitude profile.
c The standard deviation of direction averaged over all altitudes.

Table 4. Coefficient of Variation values for the selected campaigns1007

Campaign Range Average

September 2016 0.08 – 0.31 0.17

January 2017 0.72 – 1.92 1.26

May 2017 0.32 – 1.33 0.80

December 2017 0.08 – 0.73 0.28

February 2018 0.37 – 1.07 0.52
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Figure 1. Averaged NGIMS (blue) and M-GITM (red) altitude profiles of wind speed and direction for the

September 2016 campaign. The purple profiles show the differences in speed and direction between NGIMS

and M-GITM campaign averages. The solid lines show the inbound segment of the orbit while the dashed

lines indicate the outbound segment. Horizontal lines show one standard deviation of orbit-to-orbit variability

over the campaign. Note that direction is plotted in degrees from North (in a clockwise sense).
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Figure 2. Wind vectors from the September 2016 NGIMS observational campaign in latitude and local

time. Gray vectors show all observations from each individual orbit of the campaign while the colored vec-

tors represent the campaign averaged velocities. The colors of the campaign averaged vectors represent the

calculated coefficient of variation along the track, with higher values indicating more orbit-to-orbit variability.

Note that these plots from all campaigns use the same color scale for the coefficient of variation. The black

vectors show the averaged M-GITM simulated velocities. The M-GITM vectors have been set to one half hour

later in local time than the NGIMS observations for readability on these plots. Individual orbits of M-GITM

flythroughs are not shown since the vectors stack on top of each other due to minimal orbit-to-orbit variability

simulated by the model.
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Figure 3. Averaged altitude profiles of wind speed and direction from the January 2017 campaign and

corresponding model flythrough, with 1-σ orbit-to-orbit variability. Plots are in the same format as those in

Figure 1.
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Figure 4. Averaged (colored) and individual (gray) wind velocity vectors from the January 2017 campaign.

Black vectors show averaged simulated wind velocities from M-GITM, shifted from the NGIMS observations

by half an hour in local time. The plot is in the same format as that in Figure 2.
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Figure 5. Averaged altitude profiles of wind speed and direction from the May 2017 campaign and corre-

sponding model flythrough, with 1-σ orbit-to-orbit variability. Plots are in the same format as those in Figure

1.
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Figure 6. Averaged (colored) and individual (gray) wind velocity vectors from the May 2017 campaign.

Black vectors show averaged simulated wind velocities from M-GITM, shifted from the NGIMS observations

by half an hour in local time. The plot is in the same format as that in Figure 2.
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Figure 7. Averaged altitude profiles of wind speed and direction from the December 2017 campaign and

corresponding model flythrough, with 1-σ orbit-to-orbit variability. Plots are in the same format as those in

Figure 1.
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Figure 8. Averaged (colored) and individual (gray) wind velocity vectors from the December 2017 cam-

paign. Black vectors show averaged simulated wind velocities from M-GITM, shifted from the NGIMS

observations by half an hour in local time. The plot is in the same format as that in Figure 2.
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Figure 9. Averaged altitude profiles of wind speed and direction from the February 2018 campaign and

corresponding model flythrough, with 1-σ orbit-to-orbit variability. Plots are in the same format as those in

Figure 1.
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Figure 10. Averaged (colored) and individual (gray) wind velocity vectors from the February 2018 cam-

paign. Black vectors show averaged simulated wind velocities from M-GITM, shifted from the NGIMS

observations by an hour in local time. The plot is in the same format as that in Figure 2.
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Figure 11. M-GITM simulation of September 22, 2016, showing temperatures (K) and wind velocity

vectors at 170 km.
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Figure 12. M-GITM simulation of May 31, 2017, showing temperatures (K) and wind velocity vectors at

170 km.
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Figure 13. M-GITM simulation of December 8, 2017, showing temperatures (K) and wind velocity vectors

at 170 km.
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